Imagine this Headline!
One million Wesleyan families and individuals wage world war on starvation and severe malnutrition through an act of sustained sacrificial giving. With the goal of one million daily gifts of one dollar a day, four million persons are fed daily. The world takes notice…, because 25,000 persons die daily of starvation and malnutrition – that’s one death every three seconds!

A Global Wesleyan Family
Wesleyan Christians, churches and denominations of the World Methodist Council unite in sustained sacrificial giving as they answer Christ’s command to “feed my sheep!”

Mission Partners
Stop Hunger Now is an international hunger relief ministry with a practical means of assembly and distribution of basic nutritional food in regions where malnutrition is common.

Stop Hunger Now meals presently cost about $.25 per meal. One meal daily can prevent starvation and severe malnutrition. Twenty five cents per day (or equivalent) can be expressed as one human life share.

Other hunger ministry partnerships will be established and supported to reach and feed the world’s nutritionally deprived poor in the most effective manner.

Target Regions (Meal Packaging Program Facilities)
South Africa 2009 (operational now)
South Korea 2010
South America 2011
Southeast Asia (Philippines) 2012

World Methodist Council Launch
August 2011
World Methodist Conference, Durbin South Africa
Package 4 million meals over a 5 day period
Event Budget: $1,000,000

Funding the Vision
A designated Wesleyan World Hunger Fund will be established under the stewardship the World Methodist Council for the purpose of international hunger relief. The financial backbone and empowerment of this vision comes from sustained sacrificial giving. When many thousands of us are committed as investors in one or multiple human life shares ($.25 daily), we will lead a global assault on hunger, poverty and world health.

Every Wesleyan Christian who enjoys relative affluence and abundance (on a world scale) is enjoined to engage in sustained investment in one or more human life shares. As one great World Wesleyan Band, may we strive with God to feed one million of the world’s poor every day!
Wesleyan World Hunger Plan

Family and Individual Shares

$1/day x 365 x 1,000 World Wesleyans = $365,000 or 4,000 fed
$1/day x 365 x 10,000 World Wesleyans = $3,650,000 or 40,000 fed
$1/day x 365 x 100,000 World Wesleyans = $36,500,000 or 400,000 fed
$1/day x 365 x 1 million World Wesleyans = $365 million or 4,000,000!

Junior Shares

$.10/day x 365 x 10,000 World Wesleyan children = $365,000 or 4,000 children fed
$.25/day x 365 x 10,000 World Wesleyan youth = $912,500 or 10,000 youth fed

“As Much for Others as for Me”
A sacrificial giving plan for leaders

The leader invitation is to commit as much per person as you budget for your monthly food consumption.

$100/mo x 1,000 World Wesleyan Leaders = $1,200,000 or 13,150 fed
$100/mo x 10,000 World Wesleyan Leaders = $12,000,000 or 131,500 fed.

The ministry scope and power of this plan is based upon the sustained sacrificial giving of a relatively small amount of money given daily by a growing and eventually large Wesleyan family of givers. Examples given are persons who are able to be fed one SHN meal for an entire year for as long as the giver is able and willing to give.

PLEASE HELP WAGE WORLD WAR ON HUNGER!

For more information and investment options, visit www.stophungernow.org/WMChunger.